
WestGrid
Introduction
The need for high-performance computing in all disciplines is pervasive and growing. Computational
problems once considered intractable are yielding to multiple processors, large memories, large data files,
and sophisticated visualization of results. No single university can meet all computing needs of its di-
verse research communities. WestGrid is a proposal to create a shared, geographically dispersed resource
using the latest technologies and tools addresses the high-end computing needs of seven institutions in
Alberta and British Columbia. The result will meet the needs of a large multidisciplinary research com-
munity with minimized duplication and costs, and enhanced access.

WestGrid offers a six-pronged cost-effective solution
WestGrid proposes to install three major computing platforms, each effective for different classes or
scales of research problems, and representing different price/performance tradeoffs. The high-end ma-
chine has capabilities beyond that of a desk-top machine; the low-end platform represent an inexpensive
route to address the computing capacity needs of our community.

Major components of WestGrid
1 A large cluster of commodity-based computers to be housed at the University of British Columbia and

TRIUMF (low-cost computers with a low-speed interconnect; for “coarse-grained” concurrency).
2 A clump of small shared-memory

machines at the University of
Calgary (a tightly-coupled cluster
of multiprocessors; “medium-
grained” concurrency).

3 A large shared-memory machine
at the University of Alberta
(high-speed processor intercon-
nect; offering “fine-grained”
concurrency).

4 A large data management system
and graphics server at Simon
Fraser University.

5 Collaborative visualization re-
sources at all institutions (used
both for scientific visualization
and for research into new col-
laborative technologies).

6 The Grid is the glue that binds
this all together. Grid software,
careful resource management
policies, and a commitment to
sharing by all participants will
enable relatively seamless access
to all WestGrid resources.
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A large and diversified solution is required for a large and diversified challenge
WestGrid comprises a heterogeneous collection of high-performance computing facilities, data storage
capability, collaborative work sites, fast networks, and human resources that together will provide a
greatly enhanced research infrastructure designed to address the needs of research groups across Alberta
and British Columbia. With WestGrid, Alberta and British Columbia will implement an integrated and
powerful research platform needed to be internationally competitive in many fields.

WestGrid builds on and levers other successful regional and national initiatives
These existing initiatives include MACI (high-performance computing at Alberta’s universities),
CA*Net3 (gigabit backbone connecting major Canadian research centres), BCNet and NeteraNet
(provincial networking), and BC’s recently established New Media Innovation Centre (NewMIC).
WestGrid will exploit BC’s Advanced Systems Institute and Alberta’s SuperNet (advanced networking
across Western Canada), and CA*Net4 (if approved). It provides a unique opportunity to build a “next
generation” shared integrated research environment that includes complementary interleaved high-
performance computing facilities and a large data management resource. All components will be
accessible to and shared by all participating researchers via the provincial and national networks. It will
also offer its resources across the nation with help from C3 and the National Research Council.

WestGrid’s experienced leaders have consulted widely and planned well
Its co-principal investigators have an established scientific and organizational track record. They have
consulted broadly with researchers in the sciences, engineering, humanities, and medicine to identify
common computing, data storage, and collaborative visualization requirements. The result is a research
team with 5 co-PIs, more than 50 co-applicants, and over 250 confirmed faculty research participants.
The team ranges from established world-class pioneers to young researchers with outstanding potential.
The research areas served include: advanced collaborative tool design, bioinformatics, cardiovascular
simulation, computational fluid dynamics, computing systems, communication networks, cryptography,
earth sciences, medical imaging, nanotechnology, plasma physics, quantum chemistry, space physics,
statistical mechanics, sub-atomic physics, visualization, and weather forecasting.

The concept is established and proven, but the application is new
Electrical power grids are hugely successful, combining stability and accessibility with the ability to
match supply to demand as both vary. Computational grids are new. WestGrid will be the first in
Canada and one of a very limited number in the world. WestGrid’s large-scale research environment,
based on common research computing needs across disciplines, is a prototype for future initiatives, and
an essential platform for world-class research and innovation in many disciplines.

WestGrid Design and Planning Dimensions
COLLABORATIVE between provinces, across institutions and disciplines
DIVERSIFIED bringing together multiple research disciplines, co-operating for mutual benefit
EVOLUTIONARY building on solid past successes and vibrant current initiatives
REVOLUTIONARY a level of cooperation and scope of proposal that is unprecedented in Canada;
COMPREHENSIVE coveringdata acquisition, processing, manipulation, storage, visualization, dispersion
COMPLEMENTARY acquiring distinct computing resources to serve different computing needs with
minimal duplication, matching computational problems with cost-effective solutions;
TRANSPARENT the physical location of the resources, local or remote, is largely irrelevant
ACCESSIBLE all WestGrid resources will be equally accessible to all WestGrid participants.
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